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Jack Andraka 

15-year-old 
schoolboy - found a 
early diagnostic 
test for pancreatic 
cancer 
 
90% accurate  
Only three cents per 
test. 
 Won $75,000 grand prize at the Intel 
International Science and Engineering Fair   
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Models of teaching 
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Michael Wesch on lack of significance in education.mp4


What’s different? 
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Open University 
Student Research 

Context  

250,000 students studying at 
a distance – globally 

Ranked as top university in National Student 
Survey (in top 3 last 7 years) 
 
Ranked as 5th in National Teaching Assessment 
 



Technology as Agent 

 The potential agent  
for change is often 
assumed to be the 
technology (ICT) itself 
(device and/or 
software) 
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Technology is not a silver bullet 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Its not a panacea 
 
It won’t solve all your problems 
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KPI 01: Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of this module. Q20 I enjoyed learning through: Reading printed text

Q21 I enjoyed learning through: Reading text online Q22 I enjoyed learning through: Listening to audio material

Q23 I enjoyed learning through: Viewing audio-visual material

Student Satisfaction and Perceptions of Technology 
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KPI 01: Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of this module.

Q33 Clear understanding of what was required to complete the assessed work

Q34 the assessment activities supported my learning

Student Satisfaction and Perceptions of Assessment 
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• Assessment very often defines the de facto 
curriculum for students i.e. those aspects which 
learners attend to 

• If ICT use is not integrated with the assessment, is it 
often unused and undervalued  

• The assessment and how it is designed is one of the 
most powerful teaching tools for directing student 
learning  

The Significance of 
Assessment 



MOOCs 5% - 10% 
completion 
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http://www.e-learn.nl/media/blogs/e-learn/delftx/studentPatternsInMoocs2.jpg?mtime=1362837514 



The pedagogy-technology 
cascade 
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Conceptions of 
teaching 

Approaches to 
teaching 

Approaches to 
teaching with ICT 

Assessment 
practices 

Student approaches 
to learning 

Learning 
outcomes 

“Good teaching may 
overcome a poor choice in the 
use of technology, but 
technology will never save 
poor teaching: usually it 
makes it worse.” (Bates, 1995) 



Teacher as Agent 

 The main agent for 
change is the teacher, 
through what they are 
trying to achieve by using 
ICT 

 What really matters is how teachers – as agents 
– design teaching & learning with ICT. 
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The corner stones of scholarly 
approaches to ICT  

Organisational change 

Quality enhancement 

Continuing academic development 

Curriculum development 

Student development 



Organisational change 

      Holistic institutional approach 

–Developing appropriate policies and reward 
structures for staff and students 

–Developing appropriate infrastructure and 
policies to support that infrastructure 



Quality enhancement 

• Quality enhancement – not 
quality control 

• Tying to improve what students 
experience – not maintain the 
status-quo 

• Embed robust data collection across the 
institution 

• Embed robust quality enhancement that improves 
the quality of the student learning experience 



Group Role Purpose of CPD Aim 

Senior 
University 
Managers 

University 
policy and 
decision 
making on the 
use of ICT 

To develop fuller 
understanding of the effects of 
university ICT policies and 
strategies on students, staff 
and resources  

To promote strategic decision 
making that embeds the 
necessary support structures 
and resources to support policy 
decisions 

Middle 
Managers 

Faculty/ 
/department 
level policy 
making on the 
use of ICT in 
the overall 
curriculum 

To understand the implications 
of faculty/school/department 
level ICT policy and strategies 
on students’ learning and its 
implications for staff and 
resources 

To promote strategic decision 
making that supports the 
coherent application of 
faculty/school/department level 
policy in course programmes by 
providing the appropriate and 
student and staff support 
structures and resources 

Individual 
teaching 
and 
learning 
staff 

Curriculum 
development 
(T&L) using 
ICT 

To develop an understanding 
of the pedagogical rationale of 
using ICT in their courses and 
what the implications of their 
choices are on students, staff 
and resources. 

To promote contextualised 

reflective practice and tactical 
choices on pedagogically driven 
ICT use, aimed directly at 
improving the quality of the 
student learning experience. 

 

Academic Development Framework 



Holistic Curriculum 
development 

• Built around the aptitudes a student will 
require as a professional in the 21st 
century 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stoneysteiner/5713704415/sizes/o/in/photostream/ 

• Conceiving the award as a whole – what is needed to 
develop students as 21st century professionals - NOT about 
what courses can be put together to make up a degree  

• Working in teams – NOT slicing courses up into 
individual components that different teachers ‘deliver’ 



Student 
Development 

• Find out WHO your students are 

• Find out why some might be 
dropping out or failing 

• Find out what can be changed to improve the student’s 
chance of success 

• Getting teachers to reflect on their teaching beliefs 

–  passing on knowledge 

–  or helping the student to learn, unlearn and relearn. 



Different agendas? 

• Efficiency – existing processes carried out in a more cost-
effective, time-effective, sustainable or scalable manner. 
[management and administration of courses] 

• Enhancement – improving existing processes. 
[supporting/replicating existing teaching and learning 
practices] 

• Transformation – radical, positive change in new or existing 
processes. [teaching done differently to achieve better 
learning outcomes] 
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The success of tomorrow’s 
engineers will be built 
upon the education we 
design today. 

Let’s use ICT 
pedagogically to build 
that future. 


